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Abstract. A Tarski semigroup is an algebraic system which mirrors a

fragment of the additive theory of cardinal numbers. Here we show that any

two such systems have the same universal theory. We also give a simple

arithmetical necessary and sufficient condition for a universal sentence to

hold in a Tarski semigroup.

1. Introduction. A system (S, +, 0), where + is a binary operation on S

and 0 is a distinguished element of S, is a Tarski semigroup (TSG) if it

satisfies the universal closures of (l)-(6) below.

(l)x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z,

(2) x + 0 = x = 0 + x,

(3) x + y = y + x,

(4) x + y = 0 -> x = 0,

(5)x + z=y + z—>x=y,

(6) nx = ny -> x = y,

where 0 < n < w is a positive integer and nx is x summed with itself « times.

Let S be a TSG. S is nontrivial if it contains at least two elements. For

x,y E S define x < y if there is a z G S such that x + z = y. Then under

this definition S is a partially ordered semigroup. The only interesting case is

antisymmetry. If x + a = y and y + b = x then

x + (a + b) = (x + a) + b-y + b = x = x + 0.

Then a + b = 0 by (5), a = 0 by (4), and x = y by (2). Familiar examples of

TSG's are (i) the nonnegative integers under addition (w, +, 0), (ii) the

positive integers under multiplication (w — (0), -, 1), (iii) the isols under

addition (A, +, 0), (iv) the positive isols under multiplication (A — {0}, -, 1),

(v) the Dedekind cardinals under addition (A, +, 0), and (vi) the positive

Dedekind cardinals under multiplication (A — (0), -, 1).

Let L be a first order language with equality containing a binary function

symbol + and a 0-ary function symbol 0. L has its usual interpretation in any

TSG. When (S, +, 0) is specified we always confuse + with +, and 0 with 0.

Formally, sentences of L will be written in prenex conjunctive normal form,

although in application all sorts of abbreviations will be used. If tp is a

sentence then a Horn reduct of <p is any one of the sentences obtained from <p
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by striking out from each conjunct of its matrix all but at most one unnegated

atomic formula, tp is a Horn sentence if it is one of its own Horn reducís. <p is

universal if its prefix contains only universal quantifiers. The universal theory

of S is the set of all universal sentences which hold in S.

Theorem. Any two nontrivial TSG's have the same universal theory. In fact,

if <p if a universal sentence of L and S is a nontrivial TSG, then tp holds in S if

and only if some Horn redact ofq> holds in (a, +, 0).

The necessary and sufficient condition given in our theorem has long been

known to hold for examples (iii)—(vi) above. In each case they were obtained

by detailed set theoretic reasoning. What is interesting here is how they can

also be obtained from such a simple basis as the axioms for a TSG. Suppose

that <p is a universal sentence (of some language) that holds in w but having no

Horn reduct holding in u. To show that <p fails in the isols usually requires

some infinite pathological isol. Curiously, such an object is not required for

our theorem. No doubt this is due to the simplicity of L.

We would like to thank D. Slater for his criticism of a weaker version of

our theorem.

2. Proof. Our proof depends on a remarkable result in the theory of linear

inequalities which is due to J. Farkas (cf. [1]). Let Vn consist of the set of all

«-tuples of rational numbers considered as a vector space over the rationals.

Use ■ for the inner product. Then we have the

Farkas Lemma. Let b, a¡, i < m, be vectors in Vn. If for all x E V„,bx>

0 whenever a¡ • x > 0 for each i < m, then there exist nonnegative rationals

r¡, i < m, such that b = ^¡<m>'iai.

Lemma I. If tp is a universal Horn sentence of L and <p holds in u then <p

holds in every TSG.

Proof. Let tp be a universal Horn sentence holding in u. A universal

sentence holds in a system if and only if the universal closure of each

conjunct of its matrix holds in that system. Thus we may assume that the

matrix of <p is a single conjunct, i.e., it is a disjunction of atomic formulas and

their negations, at most one atomic formula being unnegated. If all are

negated then tp fails in every TSG because a system of homogeneous

equations can always be satisfied in a TSG if we assign 0 to each variable.

Thus we may assume that the matrix of tp can be abbreviated as an

implication. Suppose that (Vw0) . . . (V«„_,) is the prefix of tp. Then each term

of <p is equivalent (mod the TSG axioms) to one of the form 2,<ntf,«, where

0 < a¡ < w for i < n. Thus we can express tp in vector-matrix notation as

(7) (Vm)(í40« = Axu^B0u= Bxu)

where u = (u0, . . . , un_x) is a column vector of variables and A¡, B¡ are

matrices all of whose entries are nonnegative integers. Note that "matrix" is

used in two ways. We have tried to keep them contextually distinct. (7) is
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somewhat generous because the B¡ need only have a single row. By adding

zeros if necessary we may take the A¡, B¡ as m X n matrices.

Let A = A0 - Ax, B = B0 - Bx and D = the « X n diagonal matrix all of

whose diagonal elements are equal to 1. (to*, +, 0) is the group of rational

integers. Since (7) holds in (o, +, 0),

(8) (Vu)(Au = 0ADu>0-*Bu = 0)

holds in (to*, +, 0). Let

A =
A

-A

D

Then

(9) (Vu)(Äu > 0 -» Bu > 0),

(10) (Vu)(iw > 0-* -Bu > 0);

both hold in (co*, +, 0). Let (to*, +, 0) be the group of rational numbers. By

removing and then replacing a positive integral common denominator it

follows that (9) and (10) both hold in (w*, +, 0). We can now apply the

Farkas Lemma, say, first to (9). Each row of B is a nonnegative rational

linear combination of the rows of Ä. By removing a positive integral common

denominator s we get a matrix P whose entries are all nonnegative integers

such that

(11) sB = PÄ.

The same process applied to (10) gives us a positive integer t and a matrix Q

whose entries are all nonnegative integers such that

(12) - tB = QÄ.

Let P = (P0 Px P2) where P0 and P, both have m columns and P2 has «

columns. Then PÄ = PqA - PXA + P2D. Replacing^ by A0 - Ax and B by

B0 - S,, (11) after transposing terms, gives us

(13) sB0 + PqAx + PXA0 = sBx + PqAq + PXAX + P2D.

By doing the same thing to (12) we get

(14) tBx + QoAx + QXA0 = tB0 + CVo + ßi^i + Qi^-

Now suppose that S is any TSG and x is an «-ary column vector whose

entries belong to 5 such that A0x = Axx. Apply (13) to x and use (5) to

cancel the equal terms PxA0x = PxAxx and Pryl,* = PqAqX to get sBqX =

sBxx + P2Dx, i.e.,

(15) sBxx < sBqX.

Using (14) instead we obtain

(16) tB0x < tBxx.

Multiplying (15) by t and (16) by s, we get síBqX < stBxx < síBqX. Then

stB0x = stBxx since S is a partially ordered semigroup, and finally BqX =

Bxx by (6).    Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2. If (p is a universal sentence of L and <p holds in (u, +, 0), then

some Horn reduct of tp will also hold in (u, +, 0).

Proof. Let <p be a universal sentence holding in (to, +, 0). Then just as in

the proof of Lemma 1 we can express <p as

(17) (Vk)(¿o« = Ai" "» V *,o« = Bnu)
V i < k I

where u is an «-tuple of variables. Our proof is by induction on «. We leave

the basis step to the reader. Let A = A0 - Ax, B¡ = BiQ - BiX, and D = the

n X n diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are all equal to 1. Since (17)

holds in (w, +, 0),

(18) (\/u)(Au = 0ADu>0^\/B¡u = 0)
V i < k '

holds in (u>*, +, 0). Let A0, Zf,°, and P be, respectively, the set of vectors

x G Va which satisfy Ax = 0, B¡x = 0, and Dx > 0. From (18) we have

A0 n P Q U ¡<kB? and, hence,

(19) A°nP= U (A°nB¡>n P).
i<k

The dimension of A0 n P is the maximal number of linearly independent

vectors which it contains. Suppose that it is s (note that s may be strictly less

than the dimension of A°). If the dimension of some A0 n B? n P is also

equal to 5 then A0 n P = A0 n Bf n P and, hence, (Vw)(/10m = Axu^> BJ0u

= BjXu) holds in (w, +, 0). Thus we may suppose that every A0 n B° n P

has dimension strictly less than i. Suppose that A0 n P contains no vector all

of whose components are positive. Then there is a / < « such that every

vector in A0 n P vanishes at its y'th component. For, otherwise, choose

*, G A0 n P for i < n such that x¡ is positive at its t'th component. Then

2,<„*, G ^4° n P and is positive at all components. If every vector in A0 n P

vanishes at itsy'th component, then the variable «, may be eliminated in (17)

and our lemma follows by the induction hypothesis. Thus we may assume

that A ° n P contains a vector x which is positive at all its components.

Let p be the distance function in Vn, and for rational e > 0 let S(x, e) =

[y E Vn\p(x,y) < e). Choose e so small that everyy G S(x, e) is positive at

all its components. We claim that A0 n P D S(x, e) contains s linearly

independent vectors. Let a,, G A0 n P for i < s be linearly independent

vectors and y¡(t) = (1 - t)x + ta¡ for rational 0 < / < 1. Let M(t) be the

s X n matrix whose rows are y¡(t). Since the rows of M(l) are linearly

independent, M (I) contains an s X s nonvanishing determinant. Let d(t) be

the corresponding determinant in M(t). Thus d(t) is a nontrivial polynomial

in t because d(l) =£ 0. Clearly y¡(t) E A0 n P for / < s and rational 0 < t <

1. Then for some sufficiently small positive rational t', p(y¡(t'), x) < e for

/ < s, and d(t') ^ 0; the latter insuring that the y¡(t') are linearly indepen-

dent.

Now A° n B® n P has dimension smaller than s and hence we can find an
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element x0 E (A ° n 5 (x, e)) — Bq . Since B$ is a closed set, we can then find

an e0 such that S(x0, e0) E S(x, e) and S(x0, e0) is disjoint from Bq.

Continuing in this way we get a decreasing sequence of spheres S (x¡, e,),

i < k, such that x¡ E A0 n P and S(x¡, e,) is disjoint from B°. But then the

existence of xk_, contradicts (19).   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem. Suppose that tp is a universal sentence holding in

(w, +, 0) and S is a nontrivial TSG. By Lemma 2, tp has a Horn reduct yp

holding in (w, +, 0), and by Lemma 1, yp also holds in S. That tp holds in S

follows by predicate calculus. Conversely, if tp holds in S choose a nonzero

x E S. Then S0 = {nx\n < w} E S is isomorphic to (w, + , 0). Since tp is

universal, it holds in S0 and hence in (03, +, 0).
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